We describe a new stereological method for analyzing data derived from the in situ hybridization procedure. This method should prove important, since data summarization in terms of grains per anatomic area by sampling of tissue sections may lead to faulty interpretations. Using computer simulation of measurements taken from a two-and a threedimensional perspective, we show how the detection of molecular changes can be influenced by multiple structural events. Cell volume, the volume of the structure, and the number of labeled cells in an anatomic structure are all im-~ ~ ~~ Supported by grants USPHS NS-25913 and USUHS RO-7OAL UTM).
Introduction
In situ hybridization offers a unique method for evaluating gene expression. Compared with other techniques for measurement of mRNA abundance, this procedure visualizes the message in particular cell groups and permits anatomically meaningful interpretations. In most circumstances, this approach may seem to be a straightforward way to obtain invaluable insights about gene expression, but the current method involves two uncertainties. First, one must use sectioned tissue and cell profiles as the sampling units and assume that measurement reflects what actually occurred in entire cells and/or whole structures. Second, one may not know how other structural changes might influence comparisons among different samples of tissue. Estimation of molecules per cell or per structure in this two-dimensional universe will not necessarily reflect three-dimensional circumstances.
One solution to this problem is to apply the principles of stereology (1,4,7,10,11,21) . This approach enables the investigator to sample entire organs, regions of tissues, cells, organelles, and molecules in sectioned material and to estimate in three dimensions the mean values for the parameters of interest. Using computer simulation, we first demonstrate that there indeed are instances when a straightforward interpretation of data that has not taken account of what has occurred in three-dimensional space can be portant parameters that must be assessed to obtain accurate results. We then outline in detail a simple and efficient method for estimation of the number of mRNA molecules in cells and in the total structure. By estimation of the abundance of mRNA molecules in three dimensions, we can make better inferences concerning gene expression in a structural misleading. Next, we present a quantitative in situ hybridization method that uses modern stereological procedures. We selected a region of the rat hypothalamus, the supraoptic nucleus, as the experimental model. The supraoptic nucleus is a major component of the hypothalamo-neurohypophysial system and is composed of magnocellular neurons whose axon processes terminate in the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland. The two major neuron cell types of the supraoptic nucleus synthesize the neurohypophysial hormones vasopressin and oxytocin. When rats are given 2 % NaCl as drinking solution, there is a robust increase in the cell content of vasopressin mRNA in the neurons of this nucleus. The procedure outlined is a dependable three-dimensional approach for estimating mRNA molecules in cells and in anatomic structures.
Materials and Methods
Computer Simulations to Study the Effect of Changes in Grain Density, Cell Volume, and the Number of Labeled Cells in a Structure. Experimental, developmental, and pathological factors may not affect only the number of mRNA molecules in the structure of interest. The number of mRNA molecules in the cell may change as a result of these factors, with or without a change in the number of labeled cells in the structure. In addition, one or several changes in the sizes of anatomic compartments may be altered. %en together, these events guarantee a complex setting for in situ hybridization. In the salt-loading simulation (maintenance of rats on 2 % NaCl water as drinking solution), increases are seen in both mRNA levels for the message encoding vasopressin and the volume of vasopressinergic neurons (12, 15) .
We have employed Simulator in the morphometry software program QM2000 (2.5) to determine how changes in mRNA molecules in a cell, number of "A-hybridized (labeled) cells, and cell volume affect grain counting results. (QM2000 is distributed by the Health Sciences Center for Educational Resources, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195). We compare the results obtained by counting grains over cell profiles to what actually occurs when data are assessed by application of stereological methods. To simulate morphological changes, values for three parameters can be altered singly or in combination: the number of molecules in a cell, the number of labeled cells in a structure, and cell volume. Baseline values of the three parameters were selected and the percentage change in grains per cell profile and grains per cell were assessed. By altering one or more of these parameters, Simulator then computes the percentage change in predicted mRNA molecules per cell assessed by grain counting of cell profies (a two-dimensional analysis) and by application of stereological methods (a three-dimensional approach). Table 1 summarizes the results of these simulations by noting how changes in anatomic parameters can affect estimates for labeled cells per area, grain density, and grains per tissue area.
An Example of the Application of a Stereological Approach to In Situ Hybridization. To assess changes in neuronal mRNAs in a defined structure such as the supraoptic nucleus (SON), three parameters must be estimated: the volume of the structure of interest [Cavalieri (11) or fractionator (3) methods]; the fraction of the anatomic structure occupied by the cells of interest (point counting methods); and grain densities in the SON and in neurons of the SON, measures of vasopressin mRNA (grain counting). For this procedure a microscope with an attached drawing tube is employed. One then can visualize both the tissue section on the microscope stage and the paper with the test grid lying on the laboratory bench. Estimation of the number of cells in a brain nucleus or region may also be a consideration (see below), but here we are concerned with instances where there is a high copy number of mRNA molecules per cell and no change in the number of cells in the region of interest.
Volume of Anatomic Structure. The volume of the SON can be estimated by use of the Cavalieri method (11) . The entire extent of the SON is sectioned at a known thickness and an account is made of all sections. A fraction of the total number of sections is then selected for point counting. For example, as shown in Table 2 , 10 sections from control and experimental SON were sampled at even intervals (the first section is chosen for counting at a randomly selected start site). A test grid (22) is projected on each section, as illustrated in Figure 1A . The total number of points hitting the SON is then recorded. In the illustration of Figure lA, a total of 20 points fall within the area of interest (first data point, for control tissue, in Table 2 ). This point-counting procedure is repeated for all 10 section samples of the SON; the same procedure is then applied to the ex-perimental tissue. As shown in Table 2 , we add the total number of test points that fell on the SON. The formula VSON = ZPSON x Apoinr x tintern1 is used to estimate the volume of the SON (VSON), where ZPSON refers to the total number of points lying within the SON (ZPSON = 383: the sum of the first column of Table 2 ), Apolnt to the area of a test grid square (1.33 x loT3 mm2, i.e., 0.0367 x 0.0367 mm), and tinrcrd to the distance between sampled sections (0.13> mm: see Table 2 , calculations 3 and 4). To assess the precision of the sampling procedure, the coefficient of error (CE) can be calculated for each sample with the following formula, (1, 11) , where n-2 n-1 3 C (Pi) 2 + 1=1 (pip, + 2) -4 , = l (pip, + 1) Volume Density of Labeled Cells. In situ hybridization enable one to identify a subpopulation of neurons in a structure. The labeling of one cell type can be used to determine the proportion of the SON occupied by labeled neurons, unlabeled neurons, and neuropil. This can be accomplished by use of a test grid similar to that shown in Figure 1B for determining the number of test points that fall within labeled cells (cells with overlying autoradiography grains), over the cytoplasm of unlabeled cells (not labeled), and neuropil (e.g., other non-neuronal elements in the section, glial cells, blood vessels). Areas were also sampled at random from each of the 10 sections of tissue (data summarized in Tible 3) that were used for estimating the volume of the SON. Please note the difference in scale of this image field in Figure 1B compared with the lower power of magnification that was used for determination of SON volume ( Figure 1A ).
Table 1, Without stereological experimental design, will two-a'imensional data agree with actual changes?

Actual biological change(s)" Source of experimental error
Labeled cells Grain density Grains/ brain area
Number of labeled
Number of molecules in cells labeled cells CeU volume per bnin areab (grains/cell (mRNA/bnin area)d
Valid results! Theresultsfrom pointcountingforall 1Osections from the control tissue sample and the 10 sections from the experimental tissue samples are summarized in Table 2 , which also illustrates the computations for estimation of anatomic structure volume by the Cavalieri method. (B) A procedure similar to that outlined for A is used, where the figure depicts WO labeled cells with many overlying autoradiography grains in the upper right and left regions of the figure and an unlabeled cell in the lower left quadrant of the figure (neuronal profile with few overlying grains). Counts were made of the number of test grid points overlying labeled VP neuronal profiles (a total of 3 points), over unlabeled OT neurons (a total of 2 points), and over neuropil (a total of 31 points). In the four test squares, grain counts were performed and datum was classified in terms of whether the grains were over labeled cell@) (a total of 18 grains), over unlabeled cells (2 grains), or over neuropil (2 grains). This illustration corresponds to the first column of data for the control tissue sample in Table 3 . See text and the bottom of Figure 1B shows that three test points were over positively labeled cells (out of the 36 test points of the test grid), two test points were over unlabeled cells, and 31 test points were over neuropil. In the next section, 12 points were over labeled cells, and so on. One can sum the total number of test points that overlie labeled cells and estimate the volume density (V,) for labeled cells in the sample-i.e., a total of 105 out of 360 test points or 0.29 (see Table 3 and calculation 3 in Table 4 ).
Simple one-parameter biological changes
Grains per Cell: Grains in an Anatomic Structure. The procedure described above is also applicable to estimate the number of grains in a cell and in the entire structure under study. Grains are counted over samples from the same tissue sections used to determine volume fraction. Owing to the large number of grains per section, only a small portion of the test grid is used for grain counting. The four squares in Figure 1B are used, where each grain within the square is designated as lying either over the cell cytoplasm of a labeled or unlabeled cell, or over neuropil. The following formulae are then used to evaluate changes in mRNA molecules in vasopressin cells (cf . Tables 3 and 4) :
Number of grains/mm2 for a given structure equals, NA(gr&r/rtructurc) = (ENgr~ins))/ (A(st,,,r~) ). For the labeled VP cell profiles in the SON of tissue from a control rat, the formula is: N~(g~ins/vpc~) = (XN(grains))/ (A(vpco)). where EN(grains) equals the total number of grains counted, and A(vpco) equals the total area of sampled labeled vasopressin (subscript notation: VP) cell profiles from the control (subscript notation: CO) tissue (see To calculate grains per area, the total number of grains counted in the tissue compartment, labeled (ZN(g~inr,vp)) or unlabeled (ZN(gnmr.~~)) cells, or neuropil (ZN(gmnr,~p) ), is divided by the total area (A~,,,,,,,,) : calculation 1 , Table 4 ). The four grids over which grains are counted are assigned to the appropriate compartment (labeled or unlabeled cell or neuropil) resulting in instances where two grain count values are listed. For example, for the first sampled section of the control tissue, two grids were located over labeled cells, one of which had 10 grains and one of which had 8 grains.
mm3 (i.e., per volume) of VP cells in the SON, N v (~~~~~/ v P~~) ,
equals NA(grains/VPco) x (l/Hsource). NA(grains/VPco) denotes the number of grainslarea over labeled VP cell profiles of the SON, and llH,urc, refers to the depth of tissue where isotope can still create autoradiography grains. Based on estimates of the distance a P-particle emitted by 3H can travel in cytoplasm, this value has been arbitrarily set to 0.002 mm (19). One can consider this value a constant when examining relative changes (see 2,4,7 for discussion). To assure unbiased estimation of grains with the 4 . The grains over labeled cells in the structure (N(grainr,smcturc) ) is the product of the estimation of the volume of the structure (for the SON: V~O N ) ) , the volume density of the labeled cells in the SON (V,(vp)), and the grains per unit volume (grains/mm3: NV(grains/stmcturc)). This computation is outlined in calculation 4 of Table 4 . 5 . The total number of grains per structure can also be estimated. This value equals the sum of the grains over labeled neurons plus grains over neuropil in the S O N (calculation 5 in Table 4 ). test grid of Figure 1B . two rules are followed. First, the grain-counting squares must lie completely within a single tissue compartment (i.e., a profile of a labeled cell, unlabeled cell, or over neuropil). Second, a rule must be set for counting grains when they lie on the boundary lines of the counting frame. Those grains lying on the right and upper line (1: in figure 1B) should be counted, but not those grains that lie on the "forbidden line" ( L see 9). 3. Volume density of labeled and unlabeled cells and neuropil: Vv(smc. m r c / s 0~) = ( Z P ( s~c~t~) ) l ( Z P~~~) . Z P ( s~c~r c ) equals the number of points counted over each tissue compartment: labeled ("structure" subscript notation: VF') and unlabeled (('structure" subscript notation of unlabeled oxytocinergic cells: OT) cells and neuropil (subscript notation: NP). As noted earlier (cf. Eble 2), for the control (subscript notation: CO) tissue these values are 105, 111, and 144 (ZP(vpco). ZP(mc0).
x P (~p c~) .
respectively), and the total number of points (ZPSON) counted over all 10 sampled SON sections is 360 (calculation 3 in Table 4 ).
Is It Important to Measure Changes in mRNA
Molecules in Three Dimensions? Table 1 shows how changes in mRNA molecules per cell, number of labeled cells, and cell volume affect the results obtained by assessing two-dimensional grain densities or grains per brain area. When only the number of mRNA molecules in the cell changes or only the number of labeled cells in the structure changes, grain count estimates from profiles reflect what may be actual changes in molecules per cell or structure. However, when the volume of the labeled cells is changed by the experimental treatment or when Table 4 several events occur simultaneously, counts of the number of grains over cell or structure profiles alone cannot be expected to reflect the actual changes that occurred. If there ever is a potential for such change, the question that must be asked is if one can risk not considering a stereological approach. For example, the table shows that the two-dimensional data of the example lead to incorrect results 52% of the time. Table 2 summarizes the steps for computing the volume of an anatomic structure. In the example, we simulated data from two rats: one was maintained on tapwater and the other on 2% NaCl water. Exposure of rats to salt water increases the amount of labeled VP mRNA in the SON (see below). In both cases, the estimated volumes (VSON) of the supraoptic nucleus (SON) were equal (calculations 3 and 4: 0.0696 "3). Coefficient of error calculations (Table 2, calculation 5) were 0.022 and 0.034 for the control rat and the experimental rat, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the simulated autoradiography data. Counts were included for the number of labeled cells, number of unlabeled cells, and extent of neuropil per sampled section. For the control tissue, for example, a total of 105, 111, and 149 points were associated with each of these compartments (ZP(vpc0), ZP(oic0), and X P ( N P~~) , respectively, in Table 3 ). As illustrated in the middle of Table 4 (calculation 3), these data are used to compute the volume density (Vv: see also Materials and Methods).
. Computational formulae for estimation of the number of grains per cell and the number of grains per anatomic structure for control and experiment& samples (based on Table 3)"
WorAed Example of How to Apply Stereological
Methods to an In Situ Hybridization Experiment
The grain counts taken over the four test squares of Figure 1B are summarized in the lower portion of lible 3. A record was kept of the data collected from each section sampled and, as can be seen there will be instances when more than one of the four squares for grain counting fall on one of the three sampled tissue compartments (labeled, unlabeled cells, and neuropil). The grains counts are then divided by the total area sampled for grain counts to determine the number of grains per area. For example, for the labeled cells compartment, a total of 16 squares were identified as overlying this compartment: 16 squares x 52.5 pm2 = 840 pm2, and a total of 183 grains were counted over these 16 squares. Therefore, as shown in Table 4 (calculation I), the grain density (NA(,~~. ins/VPco)) for this compartment equals 183/(8.40 x mm2) or 2 17.8S7 grains/mm2.
The following changes are observed for the control and experimental samples: (a) the volume of the SON was equal in the rat maintained on tapwater and the rat on salt water (Table 2); (b) the number of grains per labeled cell in the SON was increased by 119% (Tible 4, calculation 2: grains/volume, increased from 1.09 x IO8 to 2.39 x lo8 grains/mm3); (c) the estimated volume density of the VP and unlabeled oxytocin (OT) cells in the SON was increased by 24% and 10%. respectively (Table 4 , calculation 3, volume density 0.29 to 0.36, and 0.31 to 0.34 for VP and OT control and experimental samples, respectively), while the volume density of the neuropil decreased (23%; 
Discussion
To estimate the amount of mRNA in different samples of tissue, grain counting and stereology offer a winning combination (Table  1) . One can efficiently apply the Cavalieri method to estimate the volume of the tissue compartment of interest and then use point counting to estimate volume density. Finally, grain counts of a very small fraction of the grains overlying cells and neuropil can be obtained. This is accomplished without the need for exhaustive grain counting. In fact, one can see that perhaps as few as 10 subregions of labeled cells can be counted. A requirement of this approach that may be new for some investigators is that one must section the entire structure of interest. This may require additional work compared with obtaining a few section samples, but the effort is more than offset by the efficiency of grain counting and the opportunity to generate reliable data. As pointed out, if grain counts involve samples that differ in terms of the size of the cells, or if the samples have a different number of labeled cells (where the proportion of cells of various sizes is not equivalent), inaccuracies can be expected if one employs a two-dimensional analysis.
We have outlined one application of stereological methods for in situ hybridization (2, 5) . Not reviewed here are methods for estimation of the total number of labeled neurons per structure (4,lO) . In the SON, the assessment of vasopressin or oxytocin mRNA levels is detectable in every magnocellular neuron, and there usually is no change in the number of cells expressing these messages (but see 16). In many other examples, tissue sources exhibit dramatic differences in mRNA levels, and accurate determination of changes in the number of labeled cells will be important. For example, some experimental factors, such as hormone treatment (17,20) and seizure activity (6), cause a dramatic change in the number of cells expressing a particular transcript. In this case, the use of reliable methods for estimating cell counts becomes crucial (4,8) .
An interesting future application of these approaches will be to examine their utility for measurement of mRNA where nonisotopic in situ hybridization methods are used. For example, protocols for quantitative in situ hybridization methods have already been developed (13, 14, 18) , and the methods outlined here could be applied to assess mRNA levels by unbiased sampling procedures.
Stereology offers a reliable approach to estimating tissue "As (4). Computer simulation (Table 1) indicates the usual, straightforward approach to analysis of autoradiographs where one sampled grain density over labeled cells may provide an accurate estimate of grain counts when there has been no change in the size of labeled cells. When cell volume is altered by experimental treatment, however, this approach does not provide accurate measures for determining the percentage change in mRNA levels between samples of tissue. We propose that a three-dimensional approach should be employed, since one usually will have no way of knowing if such parameters as the number of labeled cells, their volume, or the volume of the tissue compartment under study were altered by experimental, developmental, or pathological events.
